
A world without nuclear weapons would be less stable and more dangerous 
for all of us. 

- Margaret Thatcher, former prime minister of England 

The human race cannot coexist with nuclear weapons.
- Iccho Itoh, former mayor of Nagasaki



Announcements

Today: Final Paper Assigned

Thursday: Group A – Hands-On Experience – Hayes 105

Group B – Practice Worksheet – Hayes 109

Next Week Break!

Thursday, November 29 Group A – Field Trip to OSU

Group B – (last!) Hands-on Experience

Tuesday, December 4 Third (last!) in-class quiz (30 minutes)

Paper proposals due (by email)

Thursday, December 6 Group A – (last!) Hands-on Experience

Group B – Field Trip to OSU

Tuesday, December 18 Final Papers due (1:30PM)



“Bare” critical mass

From: http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/misc/criticality/

http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/misc/criticality/


Fission weapons (�A-bombs�)

Create �critical mass� of fissile material, hold together until chain reaction
(mostly) completes, get enormous release of energy and radiation

Use (relatively) pure fissile material so little neutron absorption. Fast neutrons
will work, so no need for moderator

�Bare� critical mass of 23592U is (about) 50kg (110 lbs, 7� diameter sphere); 
for 239

94Pu is (about) 10 kg (22 lbs, 4� diameter sphere)

But:

Use of a neutron reflector around core reduces critical mass. 

Use of explosive compression also reduces critical mass by increasing
density.



Quantifying explosive energy

Conventional bombs classified by weight of chemical explosive
e.g., 500 lb bomb is typical of bombs dropped by B-52�s over
Vietnam. Each B-52 holds about 140 500 lb bombs.



Oklahoma City Bombing, 1995 (Murrah Federal Building)
5,000 lbs of explosive in a truck, 168 dead, 680 injured,
damaged 324 other buildings in 16 block radius, $652 million in damage



Scale for rating fission weapons is the kiloton (kt), the energy
equivalent of 1000 tons or 2 million pounds of conventional
explosive

So, typical 20 kt fission weapon has blast energy equivalent to 

80,000 500-lb bombs (the payload of 570 B-52s)

8,000 Oklahoma City style truck bombs



�Gun� type (used for �Little Boy� dropped on Hiroshima, 15 kt)

So �fool-proof� that it was not even tested before use



�Implosion� type (used in �Fat Man� dropped on Nagasaki, 20 kt)

Note Pu not suitable for gun type bomb because of 24094Pu contamination
that spontaneously fissions.

Initiator produces spray of neutrons when compressed

Worked first time. (Trinity test, White Sands, NM)



Timing critical in implosion
type bomb

Must create highly symmetrical
inward-going shock wave
(origins of modern conventional
weapons �shaped-charges�)

Triggers (�krytrons� still a
controlled product)



X-ray images of compression time
ê

Figure taken from
Richard Rhodes, Dark Sun
(Simon and Schuster, New York, 1995)



McDonald Ranch House where first plutonium bomb was assembled
(Jornado del Muerte, NM)



Plutonium core and triggers
arrive at McDonald Ranch 
House



First plutonium bomb in place on tower for Trinity test



�Mushroom cloud� from Trinity test



Movie �Operation Cue�:

https://archive.org/details/Operatio1955

https://archive.org/details/Operatio1955


Aerial photo of area near �ground zero� at Nagasaki, before



Aerial photo of area near ground zero at Nagasaki, after



View toward ground zero at Hiroshima from about 1 mile away



Burns from flash

Death toll hard to estimate precisely, but about 140,000 in Hiroshima
and 74,000 in Nagasaki (by December, 1945), mostly civilians



Fusion weapons (�H-bomb�, �thermonuclear� weapon)

Go to other end of the �curve of binding energy� and fuse light nuclei
to release energy



The easiest reaction to get going is:
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To overcome electrical repulsion, use fission weapon (�primary�) to
compress and heat deuterium and tritium fuel (�secondary�)

But deuterium and tritium are isotopes of hydrogen and so are gases
at room temperature. Early tests used liquid deuterium and tritium,
but keeping them cold (-423 OF) is unwieldy

LiD is a solid and neutrons react with Li to create T for DT reaction
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�Light� from primary ablates pusher which compresses fuel and �spark plug�
which goes super critical. This heats fuel and starts self-sustaining fusion
burning. 

Yield can be arbitrarily high. Largest bomb exploded was 50 Mt. Modern
missile born warheads average about 1 Mt (Soviet), 300 kt (US)


